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 1 Liam Gillick, Erasmus is Late, (London: Book Works, 1995) 30.
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  to Judgment Day in Christian eschatology, a strong Western conceptual  
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 10 Gianni Vattimo, La fine della modernità (Milan: Garzanti, 1985).
 11 Ibid.
 12 This non-knowledge is a motor force in the sense that it generates the 
   asking of the question, primarily the question of the existence of 
  language itself. Self-satisfied knowledge only acts as a motor force with  
  respect to other objects of knowledge—it is full in itself.
 13 Lyotard, 4 (modified translation).
 14 Ibid., xxv.
 15 Stéphane Legrand, Le Monde, (August 5, 2008): 15.
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 19 Here Pasolini contextualizes the main subject of his story—the break- 
  down of a  bourgeois family following the arrival of an incarnation of   
  Eros—with a short passage in which the pater familias bequeaths his  
  factory to his employees. A journalist then goes on to ask: Are you not  
  robbed of the hope for a future revolution? 
 20 Liam Gillick, note on his exhibition at the Palais de Tokyo, 2005.
 21 This is a structure within the same series of works; it was first shown as 
   part of the 2005 exhibition Fabriken im schnee… [Factories in the Snow]  
  at Galerie Meyer Kainer in Vienna.
 22 Amaurote is the capital town of Thomas More’s island of Utopia. Icara is  
  the capital town of Icaria, a country imagined by Etienne Cabet. In 1840  
  he published a scientific-political treatise, A Journey to Icaria, in which  
  he described the social and political organization of an imagined com- 
  munity based on state socialism. 
 23 Gilles Lapouge, “Le lieu glissant de l’improbable,” Le Magazine littéraire,  
  139, (July-August 1978): 16.
 24 “As any other state, though with unbounded violence, utopia has a   
  privileged enemy, the individual and his or her freedom. The individual has  
  to die for the absolute state to run smoothly—for the individual is 
  scandalously unpredictable!” Ibid.
 25 Liam Gillick previously approached counter-utopia without naming it in 
   Literally No Place—An Introduction, through the issue of the forces of  
  becoming in a self-managed community and relying on B.F. Skinner’s  
  Walden 2. He also observes the ambivalent issue of control and freedom  
  in actual utopia when noting that: “They have a need to come and some- 
  how project a place where they can be controlled and free simulta- 
  neously.” The text appears in Parkett 61 (2001): 68.
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 29 Liam Gillick, “Speculation and Planning”, interview with Anthony Spira in  
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 30 Bernard Stiegler, La technique et le temps. Vol 3: Le temps du cinéma et  
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 33 Liam Gillick, “Les gens étaient-ils aussi bêtes avant la télé?,” Interview  
  with Eric Troncy, Documents sur l’art, Fall/Winter 1997: 118.
 34  The virtual is a classic notion in the history of art, where it concerns the 
   multifarious forms of the screen: in the Renaissance, through the disco- 
  very of the space of representation through the window/screen; in moder- 
  nity, through the discovery of surface as the essence of the medium   
  through the monochrome; in postmodernity, through the rise of networks  
  of windows whose model is the computer screen. Liam Gillick’s work may  
  be inscribed as the perpetuation of this history, questioning for example  
  the virtuality of a building in his recent video, Everything Good Goes 
  (2008) where he draws a 3D computer model of the Salumi Factory from  
  Jean-Luc Godard and Pierre Gorin’s 1972 film, Tout va bien.
 35 Liam Gillick (to Eric Troncy), “Les gens étaient-ils aussi bêtes avant 
  la télé?,” 120.
 36 From my own notes on Slavoj #i$ek’s unpublished lecture, La mort de   
  Lacan, Centre Pompidou, Paris, May 2007. 
 37 This is also the title of a book by Kostas Axelos, Marx penseur de la   
  technique (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1961).
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 39 Liam Gillick, “Literally No Place—An Introduction,” op. cit. Relying on B.F.  
  Skinner’s Walden 2 (published in 1948), Liam Gillick investigates the   
  communal political space. Skinner’s book echoes Henry David Thoreau’s 
   Walden; but whereas the latter told of his solitary life in the woods over  
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 44 Ivan Illich, Tools for Conviviality, available online at http://clevercycles. 
  com/tools_for_conviviality/. 
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 45 Ibid.
 46 Ibid.
 47 Or, according to Heidegger, man, by his sheer presence secured by the  
  support of Being, and thereby the whole metaphysical edifice.
 48 Illich.
 49 Here I wish to express with my own terms, not excluding a hint of lyrical  
  emotion, that a return to nature is the very dialectical opposite of the  
  object worked on by Liam Gillick, thereby clarifying by an invisible opposi- 
  tion how his dialectic system can work. 


